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ABSTRACT

In a competitive environment of cellular radio networks, the
speech quality experienced by the end user is of vital importance
for the network operator. Therefore, the operator needs reliable
measures for monitoring and controlling the speech quality.

For GSM mobile radio networks employing the Adaptive
Multi-Rate (AMR) speech codec, a new instrumental and non-
intrusive speech quality metric is proposed. ’Non-intrusive’ means
that the metric is based only on received transmission parameters,
as e.g. the frame erasure rate, and neither needs the original nor
the transmitted speech samples. However, for the validation of a
new metric, standardized intrusive speech quality measures like
PESQ, link-level simulations and field measurements are used.

Furthermore, for an improved control of speech quality,
a novel AMR mode switching procedure is introduced which
outperforms the recommended method of the GSM standard.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to its subjective nature, speech quality is hard to quantify.
Most accurate results are obtained by listening tests carried out
with respect to a specified environment and testing procedure. Lis-
tening test results are summarized in a quality figure called Mean
Opinion Score (MOS), an average value of assessments on a five-
point scale (

� �
excellent, � �

bad). This value characterizes the
quality of the device under test (e.g., a speech codec). Listening
tests are expensive and time-consuming. With some sacrifice to
accuracy, instrumental (objective) speech quality measures have
been developed which evaluate the original and distorted digitized
speech samples using a psycho-acoustically motivated algorithm
to predict the outcome of subjective listening tests. An example of
such objective measures is PESQ [1] [2] which has been recom-
mended for a variety of testing situations. Most elaborate objec-
tive speech quality measures are unsuitable for quality monitoring
in mobile radio networks as they need speech samples from both
transmitter and receiver (they are therefore called ’intrusive’ mea-
sures).

Speech quality measurement approaches for monitoring pur-
poses should solely rely on some transmission parameters avail-
able at the receiver to enable network functions like hand-over or
transmit power control. In the GSM system, these parameters in-
clude the channel bit error rate, the received power level and the
distance from mobile to base station. These figures are constantly
measured by the mobile station and reported back to the BTS (Base
Transceiver Station) every 480 ms.

The relation of these parameters to speech quality is different
for each codec used. In the case of the Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR)
codec, the net data rate for compressed speech is adapted to the
current channel quality, allowing a more reliable transmission for
bad radio channels and resulting in an improved quality for those

cases. The AMR mode number is therefore another parameter to
be taken into account.

Approaches to the measurement of speech quality on the basis
of transmission parameters have been proposed for the Full Rate
(FR), Enhanced Full Rate (EFR) and AMR codecs [3] [4] [5]. The
metrics presented in section 2 of this paper are based on GSM
measurements and bit-exact transmission simulations. The PESQ
scores of simulated speech samples serve as reference speech qual-
ity values.

The AMR codec is used for quality control in digital mobile
networks. In GSM, it allows a dynamic split of the gross data rate
per user, 22.8 kbit/s, between speech and channel coding. A trade-
off between fundamental codec speech quality and required error
correction capabilities is made for changing channel conditions.
AMR speech channels will also be used in the upcoming UMTS
networks, complementing the flexibility on the radio link.

The AMR mode is changed at the transmitter after a mode
request message from the receiver (i.e., if the transmission has
been too bad or better than expected during the past time inter-
val). An exact measurement of the current reception quality is
therefore essential for the AMR operation. In the GSM case, it
has been recommended [7] to evaluate a filtered version of real-
valued channel samples at the receiver for this purpose. However,
the correlation with the resulting speech quality is not very high in
all cases. Initial studies [10] suggested that it is worthwhile to use
the “soft” reliability values from the Viterbi channel decoder out-
put as a measure for the current channel quality. It was shown that
this can improve the speech quality significantly for the case of a
UMTS-AMR speech channel with fixed channel coding, where the
employment of different AMR modes results in different spreading
factors and bit energies.

In section 3, this method is extended to the GSM-AMR case
with optimized switching points for the different AMR modes of-
fering a variable channel coding rate. It is compared to the recom-
mended procedure [7].

2. PARAMETER-BASED SPEECH QUALITY MEASURES

The development of speech quality metrics relying only on
GSM-EFR transmission parameters has been presented previously
[5]. It was shown that it is possible to predict the subjective speech
quality very accurately. The metric optimization procedure for the
EFR codec is extended here to the case of the AMR codec.

Functions of GSM transmission parameters which maximize
the linear correlation coefficient � with the reference PESQ scores
are identified. The maximization of this correlation is based on
averaging functions for individual parameters over each speech
sample and on the linearization of the mapping functions between
parameter norms and quality values.

The parameters found to exhibit the highest correlation with
the resulting speech quality are:



1. RxQual: The channel bit error rate (BER) is averaged over
an interval of 480 ms and mapped to the logarithmic RxQual pa-
rameter with eight BER ranges [6]: RxQual

� �
corresponds to

a BER from
� �

to
� � � �

, while RxQual
� �

indicates a BER� � � � � �
.

2. AMR mode: If the AMR codec is employed in GSM net-
works, the chosen AMR mode is recorded. The lower the mode,
the higher the error correction capabilities, but the lower the inher-
ent speech quality. The GSM-AMR implementation allows a se-
lection of four (out of eight possible) different speech- and channel
coding schemes. A combination of AMR modes

� � � � � �
and

�
was

identified by simulation to deliver an optimum speech quality for
a broad range of channel conditions.

3. FER: The Frame Erasure Rate for speech frames is gener-
ated from Bad Frame Indicators (BFI) of the CRC for class-I-bits.

4. MnMxLFER: Mean of Maximum Length of Erased
Frames, an average of local maximum sequence lengths of erased
speech frames for four intervals of equal length per speech sample.
The maximization over short periods was regarded to be similar to
the human perception of severe signal distortions.

To obtain reference PESQ scores, bit-exact link-level simula-
tions of the GSM system were performed using the CoCentric Sys-
tem Studio [8] software. The transmission simulation includes the
AMR speech and channel coders, a dynamic radio channel (the
channel BER from GSM field measurements served as an input
to the channel simulation), demodulator/equalizer, Viterbi channel
and speech decoders. For the AMR mode switching, an optimized
algorithm presented in section 3 was employed. The resulting
speech samples were recorded and analyzed with the PESQ mea-
sure. Some additional parameters like FER and AMR mode were
also derived from the simulations. Although the FER is not part
of the standard GSM measurement report, FER values are usually
computed within the Operation and Maintenance Center (OMC).

As a first step, the progression of the parameters 	 
 � �  (like
RxQual, FER, etc.) was identified for each speech sample � ( �
serves as a discrete time index). An average value of each parame-
ter was obtained by calculating the so-called � � -norms per speech
sample,

� � � 	 
 � �   � � �� ��� � � � 	 
 � �   � �
� �

�
(1)

for various values of � . The �
�
-norm corresponds to the arith-

metic mean and the � � -norm is equivalent to the quadratic mean
of 	 
 � �  . The reason for using various � � -norms is that for each
parameter, variations and outliers may be perceived in a different
way with respect to the resulting speech quality. Large values for� emphasize parameter variations.

For each parameter and each value of � , the mapping function�
which fits the � � -norms to the objective PESQ quality values� 
 , over all speech samples � , was approximated with respect to

a minimum mean squared error using a polynomial
�

of degree� � �
: � 
  � � � � � 	 
 � �    (2)

The resulting correlation coefficient � � � � � � � 	 
 � �    � � 
 
was calculated for different values of � , and optimum values !�
together with the corresponding linearization polynomial !�

were
identified which maximize the correlation.

It should be noted that the deterministic linearization function�
does not change the degree of dependency between speech qual-

ity and parameter value itself but only improves the linear corre-
lation measure. On the other hand, the optimization of � offers a
real correlation gain.

As an example, the correlation of the AMR mode and the
speech quality score is examined. Although a lower AMR
mode performs better in terms of error correction, the inherent
speech quality becomes lower. This fact can be observed in
Figure 2, where the � " # � norms of the AMR modes per speech
sample are plotted without linearization against the respective
PESQ values. The linearization polynomial

�
AMRmode is indi-

cated as well. After linearization, i.e., taking the function values�
AMRmode � � " # � � 	 
 � �    , the correlation with the PESQ scores

amounts to � � � � $ � � $
.
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Figure 1: Correlation of AMR and PESQ (mode norms % & � � � � ' (
calculated from codec mode indices ) � � � � � � ' *

)

Table 1 gives an overview of all obtained parameter correla-
tions, using optimum � � -norms, after linearization by individual
polynomials, for the parameters RxQual, FER, MnMxLFER and
AMRmode.

!� + � + � !� � � 
  !� + � + � !� � � 
 
parameter 	 EFR EFR AMR AMR

RxQual
� � � $ � � $ � � � � $ ' � �

FER
� � � � � $ � ' � � � � $ � � �

MnMxLFER � � � $ ' � ' � � � $ � � �
AMRmode – –

� � � � � $ � � $
Table 1: !� -values of � � -norms, and resulting correlation � (after

linearization by !�
)

The large optimum � -values for RxQual indicate that outliers
are perceived more strongly than it is suggested by the numer-
ical value of this parameter. Note that for the FER parameter,� " # , � FER  � -

FER and �
�

� FER  �
FER, because the con-

stituent elements are taken from the set ) � � � *
or ) BFI, no BFI

*
only.

The above parameters were combined to obtain objective non-
intrusive parameter-based speech quality metrics. The MSECT



(Minimum Mean Square Error Coordinate Transformation) [9]
procedure was employed to optimize the mapping function with
respect to a minimum mean squared error between the parameter
vectors and estimated MOS scores from the PESQ algorithm.

The resulting speech quality measures are of the form

SQMEFR
� �

�
� � �

� � � � RxQual � � � � � � � � � �
FER �

� � � � � � � �
�

� MnMxLFER � � � � �
(3)

SQMAMR
� � � � � � � � � � RxQual � � � � � � � � � FER �
� � � � � � � �

�
� MnMxLFER � �

� � � � � � � � � 	 � � AMRmode � � � � �
(4)

with optimized values for
� 
 , where the value ranges of

� 
 are
comparable. The weighting factors

� 
 in Eqns. 3 and 4 indicate a
prominent importance of the parameter FER.

A fraction of the available speech samples and PESQ scores
was chosen as training data for the MSECT algorithm. The cor-
relation coefficient of SQMEFR and the PESQ values was � EFR

�� �  � � �
based only on datasets excluding the training data. For the

extension to the AMR codec, the resulting correlation coefficient
of SQMAMR is � AMR

� � �  � � �
.
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Figure 2: Correlation of SQMEFR/SQMAMR and PESQ

These correlations are depicted as scatter-plots in Figure 2.
The high degree of correlation can be clearly observed for both
the EFR (upper figure) and the AMR speech quality metric (lower
figure).

Because of the adaptation of the speech codec to the current
channel condition, the AMR transmission yields a better speech
quality than the constant-rate EFR transmission. This quality im-
provement is visible in Figure 2: All quality scores are above � � �

for the AMR codec. The range of channel quality conditions was
identical for both simulation groups.

It should be noted that the correlation values presented above
are only valid for the employed mode switching algorithm, de-
scribed in section 3.

Secondly, the given correlations are calculated with respect to
the instrumental speech quality measure PESQ only. The correla-
tion of the presented measures with listening test results might be
slightly different.

3. AMR MODE SWITCHING ALGORITHM
The originally proposed AMR mode switching procedure [7]

estimates the current channel quality by analyzing filtered soft
channel values at the demodulator/equalizer output. It was ob-
served from transmission simulations that these channel values do
not exhibit a high correlation with the resulting speech quality in
all cases. Therefore a different approach was developed [10] for
the case of UMTS-AMR transmissions using a constant convolu-
tional channel code of rate 	 � � 
 �

for all AMR modes (a more
reliable transmission of lower AMR modes is in this case achieved
by a higher spreading factor, resulting in a greater number of chips
per information bit and a higher bit energy). A monotonic func-
tion of the absolute soft output of the Viterbi channel decoder was
shown to be highly correlated to the residual BER, which in turn is
a good indicator of the expected speech quality. A delay/hysteresis
was implemented by allowing a switching of modes at the end of
each analysis window of 25 speech frames (0.5 s).

The approach to use soft samples from the channel decoder
output is transferred here to the GSM-AMR case with different
channel codes for each mode. The decision for switching to an-
other AMR mode is based on an interval of

�
bit-wise soft values

at the Viterbi decoder output, where
�

represents the number of
bits per speech frame in the selected AMR mode. The soft val-
ues are represented in the log-likelihood domain of L-values. The
absolute L-values are summed over one speech frame of duration� � � �

ms,

� � �

�


�
� ��

�
� �

�
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

(5)

Theoretically,
�

takes on values from � � � � �
. In the examined

systems, values between
� �

and
� � � �

were observed. It has been
shown [10] that the BER can be expressed accurately by a mono-
tonic function of

�
. This function, however, is dependent on the

channel coding scheme employed. While for the UMTS case, the
channel coding had been constant ( 	 � � 
 �

convolutional code),
the GSM-AMR implementation takes into account the selection of
four different speech- and channel coding schemes.

A quality-based method for defining the mode switching and
hysteresis values in the

�
domain was developed. These

�
-values

were identified from a speech quality analysis of simulated AMR
speech samples.

The method is illustrated in Figure 3, which depicts the re-
lation of channel BER,

�
-values and resulting PESQ scores. In

the upper part of Figure 3, initial thresholds for downward switch-
ing (dashed lines) and upward switching (solid lines) are indicated.
The downward thresholds were placed in the channel BER domain
at the intersections of the speech quality functions for different
AMR modes, resulting in an optimal mode for all BER conditions.
A switching hysteresis is realized by an offset placement of the
upward thresholds.

For the example of the threshold for switching from mode
7 to 6, the identification of the equivalent

�
value is depicted
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Figure 3: Example of switching threshold definition

in the lower part of Figure 3. It is selected as the
�

function
value at which the BER threshold crosses the corresponding BER-

�
curve of the current AMR mode. The initial threshold values

were slightly adjusted to maximize the resulting speech quality. A
mode switching event occurs if more than half of the

�
measures

within a sliding
� � �

s interval exceed the mode-specific upper or
lower limit.

This AMR mode switching method ensures that the AMR
modes follow the rule of maximizing the resulting speech quality.
Optimized sets of switching thresholds were determined for the
selected AMR modes.

An example of the new AMR mode switching operation is
shown in Figure 4 for an example channel quality progression
taken from GSM measurements. Compared to the old method,
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Figure 4: Example of the AMR mode switching

a quicker reaction to varying channel qualities is observed. The
PESQ score is improved from

� � � � �
to

� � � � � in this example.
The difference in speech quality due to the new AMR mode

switching algorithm (compared to the old method) was calculated
for an equally distributed range of channel conditions. A signifi-
cant improvement due to the new switching algorithm is observed
especially for bad and rapidly changing channels. For these cases,
the speech quality profits from a faster and more accurate switch-
ing procedure. For the channel conditions which resulted in a poor
or bad speech quality (PESQ score with old switching method� � � �

), an improvement was observed in 78% of samples. The
average improvement was � � � PESQ

� � � � � 	 �
. For good chan-

nel conditions, the average speech quality remained roughly on the
same level ( � � � PESQ

� � � � � �
), because mode switching occurs

more seldom.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Empirical mapping functions of GSM-EFR and GSM-AMR

transmission parameters were presented which allow a non-
intrusive estimation of the objective speech quality in GSM
telephony. High correlations with a reference speech quality
measure were achieved by linearization and 
 � -norm averaging
methods. The proposed mode switching algorithm for the GSM-
AMR system was shown to be superior to the standard method
especially for the case of bad transmission channel characteristics.
Both the quality metric and switching algorithm were based
on extensive GSM measurements and link-level simulations for
development and evaluation. The proposed measurement and
control methods can be easily applied to existing GSM-AMR
networks and allow an efficient monitoring and optimization of
speech quality.
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